
Cycle Farm CSA Newsletter            Week 7 - August 1, 2013

Jeremy Smith and Trish Jenkins 
287 Evans Lane, Spear�sh, SD 57783 
605-559-FARM (3276)
cyclefarmer@gmail.com 
www.cyclefarm.net

This week’s share
squash blossoms
1 bunch parsley (Italian Survivor)

bok choi (Prize)

napa cabbage (Nozaki Early)

snow peas (3 1/2 oz, Schweizer Reisen)

snap peas (1/4 lb,  Cascadia, Sugar Ann)

head lettuce (Carmona, Orielles du Diable, and Rosencrantz, Cindy)

1 bunch green onions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)

green garlic (Chesnok Red, 2 headkale (White Russian)

pick your own herbs!
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Dear CSA friends,

Here is an abbreviated update on the farm this past week: The squash 
a beginning to set fruit. There are so many �owers, we’ve decided to 
include some in the share this week - we only cut male blossoms.  The 
hops are �owering, strawberries are running, beans are podding.  
Wild �owers in the orchard are incredible.  We had a couple good 
friends come visit, to help harvest and tackle weeds. Marshall and 
Sarah, thank you so much.  Trish is drying herbs and collecting 
calendula for salve, Radish is no-joke about hunting out little fuzzy 
burrowers in the orchard, Jeremy is sporting a swollen boxing glove 
mit from a bee sting on Tuesday.

The most special excitement has been �nding a skunk who may or 
may not have taken up residence in the rotting strawbales behind the 
garage.  Radish has attempted engaging the skunk in playtime and 
has since had a rather uncomfortable bath with the hose. We haven’t 
seen this fellow these past couple days, but there is certainly a 
lingering smell. That might be Radish. Hopefully s/he’s moved on.

We had a chance to glean a bountiful harvest from a neighbor’s tart 
cherry tree earlier this week.  We had noticed the fruit ripening and 
asked if he had plans to harvest, he said no - to go for it. And then he 
brought out a ladder for us to use - and then pointed us to his thick 
hedge of super-ripe raspberries! So generous! In the spirit of this kind 
neighbor, we’re having You-Pick herbs in the share this week. Hope 
you �nd something delicious!
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A key to this week’s CSA greens, CW from upper 
left: Napa Cabbage, Bok choi, Kale, Carmona 
lettuce, Orielles du Diable lettuce, and 
Rosencrantz lettuce.

Look at this GORGEOUS lettuce!

Here is a recipe for a quick Napa Cabbage Kimchi
1 lb napa cabbage (one medium head)
1 1/2 tsp salt
1 Tbs �sh sauce (or rice vinegar)
1 Tbs soy sauce
1 1/2 tsp sugar

Here’s what to do: Slice the cabbage crosswise into the thin strips.  Place the 
cabbage in a colander. Sprinkle the salt over the cabbage and toss to coat evenly. 
Set aside, stirring occasionally, until wilted, about 1 hour. Rinse the cabbage thor-
oughly to remove all traces of salt. Blot dry with paper towels.  Combine the �sh 
sauce, soy sauce, sugar, garlic, ginger, and hot red pepper �akes in a bowl. Stir 
occasionally to help the sugar dissolve.  Toss the cabbage with the dressing and the 
scallions. Refrigerate over night to let the �avors mingle.
 
If you are interested in doing a more traditional fermented kimchi, we recommend 
checking out The Art of Fermentation, by Sandor Katz. It’s a good one. Alternatively, 
if you would like a good idea for a fresh, Napa cabbage slaw, check out our CSA 
newsletter from June 28th, 2012 for an excellent recipe!

Your farmers, 
Trish and Jeremy

We’ve chosen to grow all open pollinated 
varieties of annual vegetables (perrenials 
too, where we could �nd them, i.e. 
asparagus). Open pollinated vegetables are 
those that generate seed that is true to 
type, meaning you can save seed from 
them. Alternatively, hybrid varieties are 
those which are derived from a cross of 2 
di�erent variety parents, the o�spring of a 
hybrid will not be the same as the one you 
originally planted. Frequently hybrids are 
patented and their parents are kept as trade 
secrets, making farmers reliant on large 
seed companies for their seed each year.  

Mason bee nests

We chose to grow open pollinated (OP) varieties for several reasons, including: OP varieties are generally 
genetically more diverse.  This makes them more adaptive in varying weather contiditons - which based on 
these past two years’ weather, we need all the diversity and adaptibility we can get. We also appreciate that OP 
varieties tend to do better in organic cropping systems and are less reliant on chemical crutches.  

One of the big lures to hybrid varieties is that they are often more uniform in size, ripening, harvest schedule, 
etc., which is especially helpful when growing for a CSA, market, or whole sale.  The harvest schedule is 
noteable this season with our broccoli.  We are growing Umpqua broccoli, a delicious, moderately tight head, 
however its maturing time is variable. So, when we get 10 heads/week, but we need 16 for the share, they do 
not make it into the CSA shares. This variety would be perfect for a home gardener who doesn’t want all their 
broccoli at once. If you’re excited about broccoli, please stop by and see us at the Farmers Market in the Park on 
Saturday mornings. We are still hopeful that the broccoli will time itself a little better in the next few weeks and 
make it into the share.

2 medium garlic cloves, minced
1 Tbs minced fresh ginger root
1 tsp hot red pepper �akes
1/4 cup thinly sliced scallion greens

Hop �owers!

Early morning snap pea 
harvesting with Sarah
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